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(20 reviews)

VIPHAS TRUE WIRELESS EARBUDS, WATERPROOF BLUETOOTH STEREO SOUND HEADSET FOR WORKOUT
RUNNING TRAVEL EARPHONES

Brand:VIPHAS

$45

Quantity

 ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

bluetooth earbuds adpots latest Bluetooth 5.0 technology to ensure the most stable connectivity, fast transmission without signal loss or music dropouts.
The range is up to 33ft away, with built-in Mic, perfect for hands-free phone calling, sport, working or listen to music that provides the wonderful stereo call
& audio quality and clarity. 
 
FAST AUTO PAIRING - truly wireless earphones automatic system gives you a hassle-free experience when pairing and connecting to your device, just take
the earbuds out of the charging case, they will pair with each other automatically. When the light on the left earbuds �ashes, enter the mobile phone
Bluetooth setting to pair the earbuds. Easy to operate and fast to connect.
 
35 HOURS PLAYTIME WEARING - Bluetooth earphones get 4-5 hour’s playtime from a single charge (only 1 hour charge time) and 35 extra hours in the mini
portable charging case. This wireless bluetooth earbuds is very lightweight and the ergonomic design provides a comfortable �t, reducing the pressure of
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the ear, so you won't feel uncomfortable even if you wear it long time, also �ts �rmly in your kid's ear whilst comfortable. Compact size makes it so easy to
�t in your pocket. 
 
ONE BUTTON CONTROL & WIDELY COMPATIBILITY - The wireless headphones are designed with one-button control, you can freely switch songs,
answer/reject a call, adjust volume and Siri; true wireless earbuds compatible with all bluetooth enabled devices, such as iPhone Samsung, Android iOS
smartphones, iPods, Tablet etc; also with sweatproof sports wireless earphones design, perfect for sports, gym, workout, driving, travelling, airplane and
most of the places. 
 
INDIVIDUAL USAGE BLUETOOTH EARPIECE bluetooth headset not only uses a separate headphones earbuds design, also can work as a individual use, so
you can use a pair of earbuds with your family, friends and lovers to record your friendship, love, sharing your happy moment, is the most memorable gift. If
you have any quality issues or any questions, please feel free to contact us at the �rst time. Our professional customer service team is here for you.
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H Hilary Steinberg

7 days ago

Buy these.

Just as good as Apple at a fraction of the cost.

Comment (0) 0 0

D David Frear

7 days ago

Excellent Battery Life

It's dif�cult to �nd a comfortable ear piece, but several options are available with this device. Often signi�cant echo issues,
especially with international calls.

Comment (0) 0 0

J JPC

7 days ago

Excellent pour le prix

Choisi pour voyager en vélo, confortable, appairage et utilisation excellent. Qualité audio et autonomie: tout à fait
satisfaisant.Boîtier minuscule, facile à emmener.Bref, un rapport qualité/prix excellent surtout si la durée dans le temps est au
rendez-vous.

Comment (0) 0 0

S Sriharsha

9 days ago

Good EarPods for the price

These are cool EarPods comfortable as AirPods, easy to connect and reconnect with good sound quality.
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Comment (0) 0 0

sanmiguel

11 days ago

Good paired of TWS

Very comfortable to wear,it pairs with my cellphone in a heartbeat. Battery life, so far so good.

Comment (0) 0 0

Danny Caughron

11 days ago

I will purchase these for my family also

I enjoy the comfort and sound provided by these bluetooth headphones! They are a must have for everyday events! Very
lightweight high quality value for my money thank you Amazon!! Nothing I dislike about this product! A

Comment (0) 0 0

R Ryan Keane

13 days ago

Great Earbuds, much louder than expected

These �t great and the sound is incredible. I don't think I'll ever need to go up past halfway because they provide such powerful
sound. They can be a little weird to actually pull out of the charging case because they're small and have a unique shape, but
they �t in my ears perfectly and I have n [...]

Comment (0) 0 0

Luis Cruz

13 days ago

Very good sound

Your browser does not support HTML5 video.  The gorgeous ORYTO 5.1 Bluetooth Wireless Headphones with incredible HIFI
stereo sound, impressive bass and crystal clear clarity. They are perfect for exercising with them because they are resistant to
sweat, also waterproof. The [...]

Comment (0) 0 0

D Diana

14 days ago

Nice sound

The ear grip. I don’t have to keep pushing them in.

Comment (0) 0 0

WAFA

15 days ago

I loved

Your browser does not support HTML5 video.  Bought these for my husband who likes to watch Net�ix or YouTube in bed on his
phone and the earphones he has I could hear every word or music through them and it would keep me awake. Bought these as
no cables to worry about if he f [...]

Comment (0) 0 0

A Ajaykumar R Sharma

16 days ago

Looks like AirPods
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The look for these Earbuds is similar to apple AirPods. Used these while working out and they stayed in without any issues. Very
light weight and good sound quality.

Comment (0) 0 0

Takbir Hossain Bhuiyan

17 days ago

The best substitute so far against the apple airpods.

Though the sound quality is not that great as you wanted it to be but it is not worse, actually for the amount I paid the sound
quality is good. I have another ear-pods from a better company than this but this one is much more comfortable than the better
branded one. So, overall its worth buying unl [...]

Comment (0) 0 0

S steele

19 days ago

Best earbuds nothing comes close

I have tried about 10 different earbuds..None come close to these..I tried enact �re... sounpeats..soundcore and none come close
to these please try and you will be amazed

Comment (0) 0 0

K Ken L

20 days ago

Overall pretty good earpods

I've had a few different brands of the inexpensive ear pods. These have a better user control and interface since they can use
voice commands and they con�rm actions and pairing via voice sound bytes. They take some adjustment to get out of the case
but the case holds a charge and a light on the ca [...]

Comment (0) 0 0

Yurii

20 days ago

This earbuds are much better than more expensive brands

They are excellent ,HiFi quality ,the sound is deep and clear!

Comment (0) 0 0

KG

22 days ago

Nice design and comfortable

I've used various wireless earbuds. This one has a long stem that's easy to hold, get out and put in the ear, unlike others. The
earbud tips are quite comfortable and I could use them for a few hours without feeling my ears hurting. The case itself is made
of good plastic material. There's enough ba [...]

Comment (0) 0 0

Awanish Tiwari

22 days ago

Nice product!!

You can't just buy anything for you leaving nothing for your gf. Some days back I got a pair of earbuds for me and now I have to
shop for my girl as well.I bought this for my gf and she is really happy to have it. The battery life is incredible and piece is
comfortable for ears.

Comment (0) 0 0
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T Talishuddin M.

23 days ago

Ergonomically good and decent sound quality

Well made and looks good, comfortable while wearing and decent sound quality.

Comment (0) 0 0

Johnny Breedlove

27 days ago

Big sound at a little price

Your browser does not support HTML5 video.  The Oryto earbuds pack a lot of punch at an economic price. I purchased these as
an impulse buy. I have been wanting wireless earbuds for quite some time but cannot afford a namebrand pair. When I saw
these pop up in my search I � [...]

Comment (0) 0 0

WB

27 days ago

Great sound and quality

These pair with any Bluetooth device in second. For the price I was kind of skeptical about the quality and level of bass but I was
amazed at how great they sound! Very comfortable, lightweight, & when you workout they actually stay in your ear...u like some
other earbuds. Awesome value for the pric [...]

Comment (0) 0 0
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